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Abstract 

Predicting full-scale thickener performance, including the solids flux and concentration delivered from a 
thickener underflow based solely on laboratory-scale experiments, has long been the holy grail of thickener 
design and operation. A number of researchers have developed both thickener models and laboratory 
characterisation techniques to measure sedimentation and compressional properties of flocculated 
suspensions. Combining these to produce predictions of actual performance generally results in an 
under-estimation of the thickener solids flux, often by a factor of between 10 and 20. Consequently, a range 
of empirical methods and industry scalars has been developed to get around this discrepancy. 

Analysis of the reasons for the discrepancy shows that changes in aggregate structure in shear, due to 
inter-aggregate buffeting and shear induced by collisions with surfaces and rakes, causes the flocculated 
aggregate to change from a fractal to a denser non-fractal object as it progresses through the thickener. 
These changes are shear rate and solids concentration dependent and as such, very difficult to reproduce in 
the laboratory and then incorporate into thickener models. 

A method to quantify the time and shear rate dependent changes in aggregate structure is now available 
and a model has been developed that allows incorporation of this effect into modelling. The change in 
aggregate behaviour is incorporated through a shear rate dependent densification rate and final extent of 
aggregate densification. The latter parameter helps to define an upper limit in solids flux behaviour for a 
given solids underflow concentration. Using the new information, thickener models now predict a range of 
underflow solids flux outcomes between the upper (densified aggregate) and lower (undensified aggregate) 
limit for a particular underflow solids concentration, depending on the operational conditions. The 
difference in underflow solids flux between these two limits is significant and the actual outcome depends 
on the shear rate and time of shear, as well as total solids residence time in the thickener. 

The data indicate that for non-segregating flocculated suspensions, operational conditions that produce the 
optimum thickener underflow solids flux for a given flocculation condition can now be explored 
quantitatively without resorting to extensive pilot trials. 

1 Introduction 

Thickeners are critically important to the minerals industry. In plan view, they are simple looking devices 
that should be easy enough to model and design based on the material properties of the feed suspension, a 
knowledge of the thickener dimensions and the feed flow rate. To consider what needs to be taken into 
account in such a model, in continuous operation, feed slurry enters through a pipe or launder into a 
central feedwell, in which flocculation is achieved and much of the momentum/energy of the feed is 
dissipated. On discharge from the feedwell, the solids are concentrated through sedimentation, hindered 
sedimentation and then consolidation in a networked solids bed, with thickened slurry then exiting through 
a discharge or underflow point at the base. The latter is ideally controlled to a fixed slurry rheology to allow 
predictable disposal in a tailings emplacement (Sofra & Boger 2002). The liquor released through the phase 
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separation process rises and a low solids overflow exits via a weir at the top of the thickener. Despite 
extensive effort, the holy grail of predicting full-scale thickener performance, including the solids flux and 
concentration delivered from a thickener underflow, based solely on laboratory-scale experiments, still 
eludes us (Fawell et al. 2009). 

The reason why thickeners are hard to model is nominally because of flocculation. Indeed, for 
unflocculated and non-segregating feeds to a thickener, prediction of thickener throughput is reasonably 
straight forward. However, most unflocculated feeds settle very slowly, overflow clarity is poor and 
thickener throughput to achieve a given underflow solids concentration is low. The industry has an aim of 
improving the throughput through a given device whilst at the same time still achieving high overflow 
clarity and the desired underflow rheology or solids concentration. The use of flocculant is critical to this 
end as it promotes the aggregation of fine particles and enhances the sedimentation rate, in some 
instances by an order of magnitude in the free settling region. Since thickeners are rate limited devices, the 
best way to enhance throughput is via improved sedimentation. 

For all benefits there is nearly always a trade-off and in the case of flocculation, it is at the expense of the 
potential underflow solids concentration, since the addition of flocculants produces a stronger aggregate 
network. Flocculant dosing lowers the output solids for a fixed underflow slurry rheology. The rate 
limitation of thickening is nonetheless an important consideration here and in the trade-off between (a) the 
benefits of the addition of flocculant to improve sedimentation, and (b) the reduction in the maximum 
possible underflow solids concentration due to enhanced network strength, the former is a major and the 
latter a minor limitation to enhanced throughput. 

Understanding and being able to predict the expected size and density of aggregates and, hence, the 
sedimentation rate of a flocculated suspension that will exit the feedwell of a thickener is therefore an 
important first step in being able to predict the rate of thickening. This is a non-trivial task (Task 1) and the 
first of one of three major challenges that will be presented herein to the accurate modelling of the 
thickening process, inclusive of the rate and extent of thickening. 

2 Challenges in thickener throughput prediction 

2.1 Prediction of aggregate size and density in a thickener 

Research and industrial-scale testing over the past 20+ years has made a significant contribution to 
resolving Task 1 and whilst work is ongoing, the major issues have been identified and a method that 
details the role of flocculant mixing, material characteristics on flocculant adsorption, flocculation shear 
rate and time of exposure to shear on aggregate formation is now well described (Heath et al. 2006; Owen 
et al. 2008). In addition and just as important, the incorporation of this understanding into a population 
balance model of flocculation and implementation in phenomenological descriptions of a range of 
feedwells has been achieved, the latter through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling. This allows 
prediction of the size and density distribution of aggregates exiting a feedwell for a range of flow and 
feed/flocculation conditions (Heath et al. 2006; Fawell et al. 2009). This in its own right has been a 
significant contributor to improved throughput in thickeners. 

2.2 Prediction of thickener throughput 

The second challenge (Task 2) in predicting the rate and extent of thickening is to have a dewatering theory 
that is able to capture the sedimentation and consolidation response of flocculated aggregates. Such 
aggregates form a networked bed of particles at the base of the thickener that is compressional. In short, 
the bed changes in the rate and extent of dewatering depending on the self-weight of the particles in the 
network. In the case of pressure driven processes such as filtration, the degree of compression and output 
solids varies with the applied pressure. Traditional models of thickeners did not take the compressional 
characteristics of flocculated aggregates into account. In addition, laboratory testing of flocculated 
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suspensions did not take into account the role of compression in the extraction of dewatering parameters 
used as inputs into the dewatering theory that is central to the phenomenological models of thickening. 

The origin of gravity thickening theory can be traced back to Coe and Clevenger (1916), who observed that 
the settling rate was dependent on the solids concentration. They postulated the existence of distinct 
sedimentation and consolidation zones, but were unable to correctly model the physics of consolidation. 
Kynch provided the next breakthrough in suspension dewatering theory (Kynch 1952). His work developed 
a method from which the solids flux over a range of solids concentrations could be determined via 
sediment interface height versus time data from a single laboratory batch settling experiment. Though the 
data from the Kynch method is useful, it assumes that the networked bed in the sedimentation test is 
incompressible, which is known to be incorrect for polymer-flocculated suspensions. This restricts the use 
of the technique in both the extraction of dewatering parameters and in thickener throughput and output 
prediction, to a condition known as the fan limit (Lester et al. 2005). This is the point where compression of 
the networked bed of aggregates starts to affect the rate of water escape from a suspension. 

Although a unified theory that combined both sedimentation and consolidation was still elusive, the 
compressive yield capacity of a networked suspension was correctly described in the work of Gibson et al. 
(1967) and Michaels and Bolger (1962). The compression theory of Michaels and Bolger was updated by 
Fitch (1966, 1971). 

A unified theory was eventually developed by Buscall and White (1987) in which they established the 
fundamental attributes that determine the overall dewaterability of an aggregated suspension as being: 

 the gel point (the solids concentration where the aggregated suspension first forms a network); 
and 

 the variation of permeability and compressibility with solids concentration. 

The unified theory, inclusive of networked bed consolidation, has now been applied to a large range of 
dewatering simulations (Auzerais et al. 1990; Howells et al. 1990; Bergstrom et al. 1992; Bürger & Wedland 
1998; Bustos et al. 1999; Karl 1999; Diehl 2000; Bürger et al. 2001). In some cases this was for a continuous 
thickener (Landman et al. 1988; Usher & Scales 2005; Lester et al. 2010). Diehl (2000) and Bustos et al. 
(1999) also looked at thickening of incompressible suspensions, although this is of no interest here. A 
typical output of a thickener model for a range of networked bed height conditions for a flocculated 
suspension is shown in Figure 1. 

Dewatering theory along with phenomenological thickener dewatering models has been successful in 
describing dewatering trends in thickeners. This has led to the development of analytical laboratory based 
tools to generate dewatering parameters relevant to the modelling of thickening at an industrial-scale 
(Landman et al. 1995; de Kretser et al. 2001; Usher et al. 2001; Lester et al. 2005). Methods for dewatering 
parameter extraction followed by modelling of thickener performance are now freely available. Based on 
this overview, one could be fooled into believing that Task 2 was complete and we can now take the 
outputs of Task 1, use them to allow appropriate laboratory-scale experimentation to extract dewatering 
parameters for a flocculation condition equivalent to aggregates exiting a feedwell and thus predict 
thickener performance in a rigorous manner. 

Comparison of the predictions from these models with industrial-scale data has shown discrepancies that 
suggest flaws in the dewatering model (Usher & Scales 2005). Current industrial practice is to use scalars 
and empiricism, euphemistically called a ‘performance enhancement factor’ (PEF) (Gladman et al. 2010). 
The (PEF) correlates the observed solids flux through a thickener to the predicted flux, at a given underflow 
solids concentration condition. The observation for flocculated suspensions is that field based devices 
consistently outperform model predictions based on dewatering parameters extracted from simple 
laboratory batch settling tests, i.e. the PEF is >1. Values for the PEF typically lie between five and 20 (Usher 
& Scales 2005). The use of an empirical factor to describe an un-quantified parameter is highly 
unsatisfactory, as it clearly does not aid the predictive capacity that theoreticians and practitioners alike 
may wish to achieve through modelling of thickeners. 
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Figure 1 An example of the output of a phenomenological steady state one-dimensional model 
of thickening (Usher & Scales 2005) of a flocculated slurry for a range of networked bed 
heights 

So which out of the theory, the model and the dewatering parameter extraction techniques is incorrect in 
these applications? A simple test is to consider the case of an alternative dewatering device. Analysis for a 
flocculated suspension of particles where the suspension is fed to a plate and frame filter shows that the 
same theory, linked to a phenomenological model of filtration, is able to predict dewatering accurately 
(Stickland et al. 2008). This implies that it is not the theory but either the model or the inputs to the model 
that is likely to be the cause of the issue. Further analysis shows that using the model for unflocculated 
suspensions in thickening is accurate and requires no empirical adjustments.  

2.3 The role of shear in thickening 

A simple insight into the issue is provided by several studies that look at gentle stirring of a flocculated 
sediment. Relative to conventional settling in the absence of shear, the gently stirred case results in 
considerable enhancement in dewaterability (Comings et al. 1954; Scott 1970; Vesilind & Jones 1993; van 
Deventer et al. 2011). Researchers at the University of Melbourne have spent almost ten years 
characterising the nature of the enhancement and how it can be subsequently incorporated into thickener 
modelling. The third challenge (Task 3) is to understand and then incorporate shear effects associated with 
flocculated aggregates into thickener modelling. 

Shear processes in full-scale thickeners are ubiquitous, since nearly all thickeners have a raking mechanism 
and the delivery of aggregates from the feedwell is a high shear, albeit energy dissipative process. 
Traditionally, rakes were designed to transport material to the discharge point, as it is important that a 
continuous supply of sediment makes its way to the underflow in order to prevent both caking (locally high 
solids concentrations) and channel formation. However, it is known that raking also plays a role in 
enhancing dewatering by applying shear (Farrow et al. 2000). Many thickeners also employ dewatering 
rods that penetrate into the body of the thickener to aid the process, although the design basis for these 
devices appears to be quite empirical. 
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When shear is applied through a mechanical force, such as a rake or through buffeting of aggregates in 
sedimentation, the expectation is that the local pressure gradients produced will result in the expulsion of 
water from the flocculated aggregates and subsequent aggregate densification. Research shows that the 
application of shear is non-trivial, since too much shear breaks up the aggregate structure and is 
detrimental, and below this level the effect is to turn the essentially fractal flocculated aggregate into a 
non-fractal but denser entity. This not only enhances the free settling rate of these aggregates but the 
hindered settling rate as well (Gladman et al. 2005). In addition, the aggregates pack more effectively and 
have a higher gel point. In terms of thickener operation, a number of other elements that have been 
quantified in the laboratory are noteworthy: 

 Aggregate densification as a result of shear is not limited to the networked bed zone of a 
thickener. This is an important observation and indicates that the process is driven by 
inter-aggregate collisions as much as the effect of shear on an individual aggregate (Spehar et al. 
2015) and forms the basis of the Outotec SET process (Loan & Arbuthnot 2010). 

 The aggregate densification rate constant is of the order 10-5 to 10-3 s-1 and is affected by the 
shear rate (Spehar et al. 2015). Given that the process is not instantaneous and it is difficult to mix 
the entire thickener simultaneously, the residence time in the thickener and the amount of time a 
given aggregate is exposed to shear is important to the end result. Of note is that the residence 
time of an aggregate in many industrial thickeners we have studied is of order 2-4 hours, 
consistent with the inverse of the rate constant. This implies that in the absence of shear 
processes, it is possible that an aggregate would not be optimally densified in the time-scale of 
thickening. 

 The extent of aggregate densification is quite insensitive to the shear rate, provided the shear rate 
is less than 10 s-1. This makes modelling easier and further hints at the drivers of the densification 
process, namely that the predicted pressure in front of a raking element is weakly sensitive to 
shear and strongly sensitive to the solids concentration (i.e. the number of aggregates per unit 
volume). In short, buffeting of aggregates is a critical driver to the rate and extent of densification 
(Spehar 2014). The shear rate of many raking systems in thickeners is predicted to be less than 
10 s-1 (Rudman et al. 2008). 

 The change in aggregate diameter as a result of densification is measured to be of order 15-25% 
(Spehar et al. 2015). 

 The role of sloped surfaces is a significant source of aggregate interaction such that just like in the 
case of gentle stirring, a suspensions settles further and faster in a vessel with sloped walls (Usher 
and Scales 2009). 

2.3.1 Dewatering parameter measurement in the laboratory 

There are two methods that have been developed to extract the aggregate densification parameters that 
describe the rate and extent of densification that in turn lead to significant enhancements in thickener 
performance. One of these is from raked settling tests in the laboratory. A four-pronged rake is rotated 
slowly in a standard batch settling test. The settling interface is tracked in the presence and absence of 
shear and the settling curve analysed using a modified Kynch approach (Kynch 1952; van Deventer et al. 
2011) assuming that the aggregates that are settling are changing in time. This analysis is restricted to the 
zone of settling where compressional effects are unimportant, but the long term behaviour of the test is 
also monitored to give the maximum extent of aggregate densification. The rate and extent of aggregation 
are then extracted assuming the densification process follows the form (van Deventer et al. 2011): 
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dDagg

dt
= -A Dagg -Dagg¥( )

 (1) 

Where: 

A = a proportionality constant (or rate parameter) with units of s-1. 

Dagg = the diameter of the flocculated aggregate. 

Dagg∞ = the final size of the aggregate. 

This allows data to be extracted from a relatively straight forward laboratory test. 

The functional form described in Equation 1 is empirical but is able to fit data from a more complicated but 
easier to analyse laboratory test. The fitting of batch sedimentation data is based on the assumption that 
any point down the settling curve can be associated with an iso-concentration line. These concentrations 
change as the settling test proceeds. Another approach is to hold the suspension concentration constant 
through fluidisation of the settling test and examine the upward velocity change required to maintain an 
interface at a constant level. The test in question is described in detail in a recent publication (Spehar et al. 
2015). The change in velocity can be related directly to a change in aggregate diameter (assuming no 
aggregate breakage). A typical dataset for a flocculated suspension at a fixed shear rate is shown in 
Figure 2. Performing either the fluidisation or raked settling test across a range of shear conditions allows 
development of a densification rate constant versus shear rate (or rpm) curve. Data for a set of 
sedimentation tests are shown in Figure 3. The data show an increase in rate with increasing shear followed 
by a plateau region. It is assumed that higher shear rates will cause aggregate breakup and decrease the 
settling rate, although this is hard to characterise since the settling interface becomes cloudy upon 
aggregate breakup. 

 

Figure 2 Change in aggregate size as a function of time for a flocculated calcium carbonate 
suspension in a fluidised bed reactor, rotating at a rate of 1.6 rpm. The vertical axis is 
presented in terms of ratio of the aggregate size to the aggregate size at the start of 
the test. The settling rate improves with fluidisation time. Detailed method presented 
in Spehar et al. (2015) 
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Figure 3 Rate of densification, A, (s-1), as a function of shear rate for a flocculated calcium 
carbonate suspension in a raked batch sedimentation test. The data were extracted 
using the method described in another publication (van Deventer et al. 2011) 

2.3.2 Thickener modelling with aggregate densification 

A steady state phenomenological thickener model incorporating aggregate densification was developed by 
Usher et al. (2009). This model was able to show the expected limits of operational behaviour but provided 
no transient insights, such as whether it might be better to rake in the hindered zone or in the networked 
bed zone of a thickener. The first attempt at such a model was presented not long before publication of this 
paper (Zhang et al. 2013; Grassia et al. 2014), although it is not yet in a form where practitioners might see 
it as useful. The most practical aspect of the exercise to date, is that with a knowledge of the expected 
extent of aggregate densification, something that can be obtained quite quickly using a simple raking test in 
the laboratory, the maximum throughput of a thickener can be inferred. Given that these tests imply a 
15-25% change in aggregate diameter, the predicted change in throughput is shown to be a PEF of the 
order of 20. This correlates quite well with observed discrepancies between models in the absence of shear 
and normal thickener practice and hints, that for the first time, prediction of thickener throughput 
performance based on laboratory experiments looks viable. An example of the output of the steady state 
model is shown in Figure 4. In this instance, the predicted throughput enhancement based on a change in 
aggregate diameter of 20% is shown to be of order 16. 
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Figure 4 Prediction of the thickener model of Usher et al. (2009) for an aggregate densification 
scenario whereby the change in aggregate diameter is 20% 

It is now appropriate to sum up the state of play on Task 3. It has been demonstrated that models and 
laboratory methods now exist to incorporate the most important effect of shear on thickener throughput, 
namely shear induced aggregate densification. The rate and extent of densification have been shown to 
demonstrate a peaked behaviour as a function of shear rate and if this transient behaviour could be 
incorporated into modelling, the last key step in the modelling prediction envelope would be in place. This 
is indeed the case, although the numerical processes are still cumbersome and work is required to make 
the process industry friendly. An interesting conclusion nonetheless is that if there is sufficient shear and 
the time duration is such that the final predicted aggregate size is reached within the thickener, then the 
transients are unimportant other than to determine the optimum point of shear in the thickener. If this is 
the case, then the steady state model (Usher et al. 2009) is sufficient to predict throughput. 

3 Thickener output prediction 

The steady state thickener model outputs shown in Figure 4 for flocculated aggregates do not provide an 
indication of the expected underflow solids concentration other than that each solids concentration is 
linked to a solids flux into the thickener. In practice however, just as thickeners are permeability limited, 
they are also rake torque limited. This implies that the best indication of the expected solids output of the 
thickener comes from a knowledge of the yield stress versus solids curve for the suspension being 
processed, matched to the predicted rake torque for that yield stress. Correlations of the yield stress of a 
suspension to rake torque have been developed and input to CFD models of rakes (Rudman et al. 2008). 
The relationship to the rheology of the suspension is found to be highly predictable. The conclusions of the 
work were quite clear, namely: 

“Rake torque is a key issue in thickener operation and it was found that the yield stress of the 
suspension is the major factor in determining rake torque. Over a range of rake speeds, the 
measured torque was an almost linear function of yield stress.” (Rudman et al. 2008) 
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Based on this analysis, a vertical line drawn on Figure 4, starting at the concentration corresponding to the 
preferred operational torque of the rake in the thickener, converted to a yield stress and thence to a 
concentration, will intersect the model curve at the expected throughput of the thickener. On this basis, a 
yield stress versus concentration plot for the flocculated suspension is an essential tool in the prediction of 
the solids output and solids throughput of a thickener. 

4 Conclusions 

Thickener modelling is demonstrated to be a science that is heavily reliant on a knowledge of the state of 
flocculation of aggregates leaving the feedwell of a thickener, as well as measurements of the 
sedimentation behaviour and response to gentle shear of these same aggregates. It is shown that with this 
knowledge and that of the yield stress of a suspension of the said aggregates as a function of 
concentration, steady state thickener modelling incorporating aggregate densification is able to predict the 
maximum throughput to achieve a fixed solids concentration. Correlation with field studies show the 
predictions to be of the right order. In the presence of uniform raking and an adequate residence time, the 
need for transient modelling of the behaviour, which is likely to provide insights into the optimum point in 
the thickener to effect shear, is shown to be an advanced option that may not be needed to predict 
thickener performance in terms of what comes out the bottom and how fast. The data needed to achieve 
this outcome can now be generated in the laboratory. 
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